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M ATC H E S
O F MY L I F E
From Second Division
to World Champions

• Provides a unique perspective on 50 key Liverpool matches
of the past 60 years, and relives some of the team’s most
dramatic matches, including those nail-biting finales
• Shows how the club ended the long wait for its first
domestic cups
• Follows the club into Europe, including some of the
famous and infamous stories of its early adventures
• Reveals how Liverpool dominated English and European
football in the late 1970s and early 1980s
• Explores the Kenny Dalglish years, including the horrors of
Hillsborough; and the re-emergence under Jürgen Klopp
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites, podcasts and magazines

Description
Liverpool Matches of My Life provides a unique perspective on 50 iconic Liverpool games spanning the author’s lifetime, from 1960
to date. It takes the reader on a journey through 60 years of this famous club, from its Second Division days to the recent victory in
the FIFA Club World Cup and many trophy-winning successes in between. Beginning with a brief history of the club up to 1959,
the author relives 50 crucial games that brought Liverpool to the pinnacle of club football by 2019. All the chosen matches meant
a great deal to the club, its fans and the author. Along the way there are many firsts, record victories, trophies and games that have
gone down in Anfield folklore. As well as covering iconic matches, the book provides brief profiles of key players and tells the story
of the intervening years, with all the highs and lows that Liverpool experienced in search of that elusive Premier League title. Are
Liverpool the greatest English team of the last 60 years? Judge for yourself as you read the story of this wonderful club.
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